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A regular meeting of the Carson City Board of Supervisors was scheduled for 8:30 a.m. on Thursday,
February 4, 2010 in the Community Center Sierra Room, 851 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada.
PRESENT: Mayor Robert Crowell
Supervisor Robin Williamson, Ward 1
Supervisor Shelly Aldean, Ward 2
Supervisor Pete Livermore, Ward 3
Supervisor Molly Walt, Ward 4
STAFF:

Larry Werner, City Manager
Alan Glover, Clerk - Recorder
Melanie Bruketta, Chief Deputy District Attorney
Joel Benton, Senior Deputy District Attorney
Kathleen King, Recording Secretary

NOTE:
A recording of these proceedings, the Board’s agenda materials, and any written comments
or documentation provided to the Clerk during the meeting are part of the public record. These materials
are available for review, in the Clerk’s Office, during regular business hours.
1 - 4. CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, INVOCATION, AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
(8:31:00) - Mayor Crowell called the meeting to order at 8:31 a.m. Roll was called; a quorum was present.
St. Teresa of Avila Catholic Church Father Chuck Durante provided the invocation. Mr. Benton led the
pledge of allegiance.
5.
ACTION ON APPROVAL OF MINUTES - January 7, 2010 (8:33:57) - Supervisor Williamson
moved to approve the minutes. Supervisor Livermore seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0-1,
Supervisor Aldean abstaining. (8:36:10) Supervisor Aldean noted a correction to the vote at item 16, and
the recording secretary agreed to correct the minutes accordingly.
6.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA (8:35:25) - Following a brief discussion, Mayor Crowell deemed the
agenda adopted.
7.
PUBLIC COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION (8:36:57) - Mayor Crowell entertained public
comment. (8:37:27) Reba Montrose discussed concerns and inquired as to the possibility of imposing
penalties against employers who hire “illegal aliens.” In response to a question, Mr. Benton was unaware
of any state or local ordinance providing for imposition of a penalty against employers who hire
undocumented immigrants. “For the most part, immigration is a federal issue and the federal government
has ... pre-empted the field.” Ms. Montrose suggested that local government should address the issue, and
discussed additional, related concerns regarding discrimination and the federal government’s responsibility
for oversight of illegal immigration. Mayor Crowell entertained additional public comment; however, none
was forthcoming.
8.
SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF A PROCLAMATION FOR “NATIONAL RADON ACTION
MONTH,” FEBRUARY 2010 (8:42:19) - Mayor Crowell introduced this item, read the language of the
Proclamation into the record, and presented the original Proclamation to University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension (“UNCE”) Educator JoAnne Skelly. (8:44:28) Ms. Skelly thanked Mayor Crowell and the Board
of Supervisors, and discussed the importance of “making people aware of an issue that is all over Nevada
... and we can mitigate.” She offered free radon test kits, available at the UNCE office on Northgate Lane,
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and discussed the importance of home testing. She advised of informational flyers available in the meeting
room, and of information available on the UNCE website. Supervisor Williamson thanked Ms. Skelly, and
provided anecdotal information regarding the importance of radon testing. Mayor Crowell thanked Ms.
Skelly and the UNCE.
9.
CONSENT AGENDA (8:45:44) - Mayor Crowell entertained requests to hear items separate from
the consent agenda. When none were forthcoming, he entertained a motion. Supervisor Livermore
moved adoption of the consent agenda, consisting of six items: Item 9-1, Public Works Engineering;
9-2, Fire; 9-3, City Manager, with recognition to William Miles for his service to the International
Building Code Board of Appeals; item 9-4(A) and (B), Parks and Recreation; and item 9-5, Finance,
as advertised and presented. Supervisor Aldean seconded the motion. Mayor Crowell entertained
public comment and, when none was forthcoming, called for a vote on the pending motion. Motion
carried 5-0.
9-1. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, ENGINEERING DIVISION - ACTION TO
APPROVE AND AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE RELEASE AND CANCELLATION
OF ORDINANCE NO. 1987-44 AND A DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN CARSON
CITY AND THE RUF FAMILY REGARDING FORMER ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NO. 009-031-17,
NOW ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NO. 009-031-30, LOCATED AT 2450 SOUTH CURRY STREET
9-2. FIRE DEPARTMENT - ACTION TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE
2009 ANNUAL OPERATING PLAN BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, U.S. FOREST SERVICE, HUMBOLDT - TOIYABE NATIONAL FOREST,
CARSON RANGER DISTRICT AND THE CARSON CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT, AGREEMENT
NO. 06-FI-11041701-057
9-3. CITY MANAGER - ACTION TO APPOINT WILLIAM MILES TO SERVE ON THE
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE BOARD OF APPEALS IN THE GENERAL
CONTRACTOR POSITION FOR A TWO-YEAR TERM, ENDING JANUARY 2012
9-4.

PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT, OPEN SPACE DIVISION
9-4(A)
ACTION TO APPOINT THE PARKS AND RECREATION DIRECTOR
AND / OR HIS DESIGNEE AS CARSON CITY’S REPRESENTATIVE TO THE SOUTHERN
NEVADA PUBLIC LANDS MANAGEMENT ACT PARKS, TRAILS, AND NATURAL AREAS
SUBGROUP
9-4(B)
ACTION TO APPOINT AND TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR, THE
CITY CLERK, OR HIS DESIGNEE, TO SWEAR LYN C. NORBERG, MAI, AS THE CARSON
CITY APPRAISER FOR THE JARRARD RANCH, LOCATED IN CARSON CITY, APNs 10-07126, -27, AND 10-021-47
9-5. FINANCE DEPARTMENT - ACTION TO APPROVE THE APPLICATION TO
REMOVE THE UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, SPECIFIED IN THE
APPLICATION FROM THE RECORDS OF THE AMBULANCE FUND, FOR A TOTAL
AMOUNT OF $531,156.76 IN UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
10.
RECESS BOARD OF SUPERVISORS (8:46:45) - Mayor Crowell recessed the Board of
Supervisors.
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LIQUOR AND ENTERTAINMENT BOARD
11.
CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL (8:46:47) - Chairperson Crowell called the Liquor and
Entertainment Board to order, noting the presence of a quorum, including Sheriff Furlong.
12.
ACTION ON APPROVAL OF MINUTES - January 7, 2010 (8:47:05) - Member Williamson
moved approval of the minutes. Member Livermore seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0-1, Member
Aldean abstaining.
13.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, BUSINESS LICENSE DIVISION - ACTION TO
APPROVE LEE ESTABROOK AS THE LIQUOR MANAGER FOR WALGREEN’S, LIQUOR
LICENSE NO. 10-27106, LOCATED AT 1465 EAST WILLIAM STREET, CARSON CITY
(8:47:36) - Chairperson Crowell introduced this item. Principal Planner Jennifer Pruitt reviewed the agenda
report, advised that the background investigation had been completed, and noted staff’s recommendation
of approval.
(8:48:32) Walgreen’s Manager Lee Estabrook read a prepared statement into the record. In response to a
question, he advised of no intent to stock any alcoholic beverage other than beer and wine. “It’ll be just
strictly ... beer and wine products, not some of those cross-over items that might be questionable.”
In consideration of Walgreen’s proximity to the high school, Member Williamson expressed the hope that
Mr. Estabrook would impress upon his staff the seriousness of selling alcohol to minors and the likelihood
of frequent compliance checks. Member Aldean commended Mr. Estabrook’s statement in consideration
of the serious responsibility associated with a liquor license. In response to a question, Mr. Estabrook
expressed a willingness to have the Walgreen’s employees participate in the Sheriff’s Office alcohol servers
training program. He described Walgreen’s interactive training program for employees. Chairperson
Crowell entertained additional comments or questions and, when none were forthcoming, thanked Mr.
Estabrook for his store’s good corporate citizenship and wished him well.
Chairperson Crowell entertained a motion. Member Williamson moved to approve Lee Estabrook as
the liquor manager for Walgreen’s, liquor license 10-27106, located at 1465 East William Street,
Carson City. Member Aldean seconded the motion. Chairperson Crowell entertained public comment
and, when none was forthcoming, called for a vote on the pending motion. Motion carried 6-0.
14.
ACTION TO ADJOURN THE LIQUOR AND ENTERTAINMENT BOARD (8:53:52) Chairperson Crowell adjourned the Liquor and Entertainment Board meeting at 8:53 a.m.
15.
RECONVENE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS (8:53:56) - Mayor Crowell reconvened the Board
of Supervisors.
ORDINANCES, RESOLUTIONS, AND OTHER ITEMS
16.
ANY ITEM(S) PULLED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA WILL BE HEARD AT THIS
TIME (8:54:06) - None.
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17.
CITY MANAGER - PRESENTATION AND REPORT ON NEVADA DIVISION OF
FORESTRY’S WILDLAND FIRE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES IN CARSON CITY (8:54:11) Mayor Crowell introduced this item, and invited Nevada Division of Forestry Fire Management Officer
Michael Klug to the podium. Officer Klug reviewed the report included in the agenda materials.
Supervisor Aldean discussed concerns associated with the U.S. Forest Service burning slash piles, in the
Tahoe Basin, rather than having the material hauled to the biomass plant at the Northern Nevada
Correctional Facility. Officer Klug was uncertain as to U.S. Forest Service practices, but advised that the
Nevada Division of Forestry has a full-time forester assigned to the biomass project. A large semi-truck
was purchased, with grant funding, into which wood is chipped at project sites and then hauled down to
the biomass plant. Officer Klug discussed challenges associated with access; “getting logs down to the
roads where we can get these chippers ... and bins in ...” He explained there is sometimes no choice but
to burn slag piles in some of the steeper, more remote areas. “As much as we can, we’re trying to get that
stuff down to the biomass plant.”
In response to a question, Officer Klug expressed the understanding that the fuels reduction program will
continue in 2010. He discussed the collaborative effort which also involves the Carson City Open Space
Division, various private landowners, and the U.S. Forest Service. He commended the shepherds on their
diligence in moving the sheep frequently to ensure consumption of cheatgrass rather than the perennials
and brush. In response to a further question, Officer Klug advised that Nevada Division of Forestry
Administrator Pete Anderson continues to work with U.S. Forest Service representatives on the fuels
reduction program. Mayor Crowell thanked Officer Klug, and requested him to convey the City’s support
of the fuels reduction program.
In response to a previous question, Open Space Division Manager Juan Guzman advised that the issues
with the U.S. Forest Service relative to the fuels reduction program are “75 percent solved. It revolves
around creating a system to monitor and be able to test what we do to make sure it’s effective.” U.S. Forest
Service District Ranger Genny Wilson is very concerned over being able to demonstrate results. Mr.
Guzman commended the Nevada Division of Forestry on their “invaluable” assistance with the fuels
reduction program. He described the location of Carson City open space property adjacent to property
owned by Nevada State Parks. “This summer, we expect to continue going south into our land, 101 acres
...” Mr. Guzman assured Supervisor Aldean that the “leftover” will be addressed in an appropriate manner.
Discussion took place with regard to U.S. Forest Service concerns regarding the fuels reduction program.
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, thanked Officer Klug and
Nevada Division of Forestry representatives for their attendance and participation.
18.
FIRE DEPARTMENT - ACTION TO INTRODUCE, ON FIRST READING, AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING CARSON CITY MUNICIPAL CODE, CHAPTER 4.05, SURCHARGE
FOR ENHANCEMENT OF IMPROVEMENT OF TELEPHONE SYSTEM USED FOR
REPORTING EMERGENCIES, SECTION 4.05.010, AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE, BY
DELETING REFERENCE TO “MASTER PLAN,” AMENDING SECTION 4.05.020,
DEFINITIONS, BY ADDING THE DEFINITION OF A “TELEPHONE SYSTEM,” AMENDING
SECTION 4.05.030, ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP A
PLAN TO ENHANCE OR IMPROVE TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR REPORTING EMERGENCY,
BY DELETING THE REFERENCE TO THE “MASTER PLAN,” AMENDING SECTION 4.05.080,
IMPOSITION OF TELEPHONE SURCHARGE, BY REQUIRING THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS TO REVIEW THE MASTER PLAN ON AN ANNUAL BASIS AND DELETING
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CERTAIN OUT-OF-DATE PROVISIONS REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SURCHARGES, AMENDING SECTION 4.05.090, CREATION OF A SPECIAL REVENUE FUND;
USE OF MONEY IN FUND, BY IDENTIFYING SPECIFIC SOFTWARE THAT CAN BE
PURCHASED OR LEASED AND INCREASING THE ALLOWABLE FUND BALANCE FROM
$500,000 TO $1,000,000, ADDING SECTION 4.05.110, DISPUTE OF AMOUNT OF SURCHARGE
OR DESIGNATION OF PLACE OF PRIMARY USE BY CUSTOMER OF SUPPLIER OF
MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICE: NOTICE TO CUSTOMER; REVIEW BY SUPPLIER;
REFUND, CREDIT, OR EXPLANATION, THAT SETS FORTH A PROCESS WHEREBY A
CUSTOMER CAN SEEK REVIEW OF THE CHARGE THAT IS APPLIED TO HIS PHONE
SERVICE, AND OTHER MATTERS PROPERLY RELATED THERETO (9:06:59) - Mayor Crowell
introduced this item. Fire Chief Stacey Giomi provided background information, reviewed the agenda
report and the proposed ordinance. In response to a question, he advised that the 9-1-1 Surcharge Advisory
Committee will review the master plan at their March meeting. The master plan will then be forwarded
to this Board for review and approval. In response to a further question, Chief Giomi estimated that the
surcharge will generate approximately $220,000 per year. He estimated $140,000 currently in the fund
“after about a year ...” He acknowledged that service providers are collecting the surcharge and allocating
it to the appropriate counties. He responded to questions of clarification regarding the method by which
the 9-1-1 surcharge is paid.
As a public service announcement, Chief Giomi discussed issues associated with internet protocol phone
service. “The 9-1-1 component of that does not work the same way and those phone systems don’t work
the same way.” Chief Giomi cautioned anyone with an internet-only phone to ensure a battery backup to
the system and that address information is properly programmed. Internet phone providers “don’t have to
follow the same regulations that the phone companies have to follow in terms of how the 9-1-1 data comes
across. And it has caused some problems for people in getting a delay in service ...”
Chief Giomi acknowledged the possibility of needing to accumulate $1 million in the surcharge revenue
fund. “A lot of the technologies that are moving forward, the internet protocol technology is one ... and,
as that technology moves forward, it gets rather expensive to replace ...” He advised of the need to replace
the 9-1-1 system after 2012 due to expiration of the current maintenance contract. He discussed the
importance of accumulating sufficient funding to avoid encumbering the general fund. Supervisor Aldean
advised of a language inconsistency throughout the proposed ordinance, and Chief Giomi offered to check
into it and revise accordingly for second reading.
In response to a further question, Chief Giomi advised that the reverse communications system, purchased
following the Waterfall Fire, will work only for land lines. “We don’t have a way to access a database for
cell phones so it only works for land lines or for people who go to our website and put in their cell phone
number ... and ... address.” Chief Giomi explained that the reverse communication system is based on
geographic area.
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Supervisor
Williamson moved to introduce, on first reading, Bill No. 101, an ordinance amending Carson City
Municipal Code, Chapter 4.05, Surcharge for Enhancement of Improvement of Telephone System
Used for Reporting Emergencies, Section 4.05.010, Authority and purpose, by deleting references to
“master plan,” amending Section 4.05.020, Definitions, by adding the definition of a “telephone
system,” amending Section 4.05.030, Establishment of an advisory committee to develop a plan, and
other matters as published on the agenda. Supervisor Livermore seconded the motion. Motion
carried 5-0.
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19.
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT, OPEN SPACE DIVISION - ACTION TO
ACCEPT THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE OPEN SPACE ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO
APPROVE THE OPEN SPACE DIVISION WORK PROGRAM CALLING FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE OPEN SPACE PORTIONS OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE FUND
FOR ACQUISITION, RESTORATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DEVELOPMENT, AND
MANAGEMENT OF OPEN SPACE AND RELATED PROPERTIES FOR CALENDAR YEAR
2010 (9:18:47) - Mayor Crowell introduced this item. Open Space Division Manager Juan Guzman
reviewed the agenda report in conjunction with displayed aerial photographs. He responded to questions
regarding anticipated time frames associated with the proposed acquisitions listed in the work program and
with the federal lands bill. Supervisor Livermore provided a brief overview of Mr. Guzman’s presentation
to the Parks and Recreation Commission on Tuesday, February 2nd, and advised of having requested Mr.
Guzman to check into the possibility of having the 40 acres of BLM property along Edmonds Drive
included back in the federal lands bill for eventual transfer of ownership to Carson City. In response to a
question, Mr. Guzman described the location of the 40 acres at the western terminus of Koontz Lane.
“Since those 40 acres are not to be used by BLM” for construction of the hot shots facility, Mr. Guzman
anticipates that the BLM will be amenable to having them included back in the federal lands bill.
Supervisor Aldean cautioned Mr. Guzman that the BLM may be unwilling to allow the 40 acres to be
“reabsorbed into the lands bill until they are reasonably certain that they’ll be able to move forward with
the facility in Douglas County.” Discussion followed.
Mr. Guzman reviewed the Open Space Acquisition and Management chart included in the agenda
materials. Mayor Crowell commented on the “phenomenal” open space available in the community, and
on the attractiveness of open space to visitors and potential residents. He commended Mr. Guzman and
the Open Space Advisory Committee. In response to a question, Mr. Guzman advised of approximately
1,100 acres of open space in the City. In response to a further question, he clarified, “That doesn’t include
the lands that the utility owns” which are managed by the Open Space Division. He advised these lands
comprise “about 5,000 more acres.” “When the lands bill ends, ... Carson City will be in control of around
6,500 acres ..., most of it concentrated around the River, but there will be also a big swath along the west
side of Carson City, the interface area.”
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Supervisor
Williamson moved to accept the recommendations of the Open Space Advisory Committee to
approve the Open Space Division Work Program calling for the administration of the open space
portions of the Quality of Life fund for acquisition, restoration of natural resources, development,
and management of open space and related properties, for calendar year 2010. Supervisor
Livermore seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0. At Mayor Crowell’s request, Mr. Guzman agreed
to convey the Board’s appreciation to the Open Space Advisory Committee.
20.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
20(A) ACTION TO INTRODUCE, ON FIRST READING, AN ORDINANCE DESIGNATED
AS THE “2010 HIGHWAY REVENUE BOND ORDINANCE;” AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE
BY CARSON CITY OF ITS FULLY REGISTERED “CARSON CITY, NEVADA, HIGHWAY
REVENUE (MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL TAX), SUBORDINATE LIEN IMPROVEMENT BONDS,
SERIES 2010” FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING STREET AND HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION; PROVIDING THE FORM, TERMS, AND CONDITIONS OF THE BONDS,
AND OTHER DETAILS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; AND PROVIDING THE EFFECTIVE
DATE HEREOF (9:38:25) - Mayor Crowell introduced this item. Finance Department Director Nick
Providenti introduced Public Works Department Director Andrew Burnham and Bond Counsel Jennifer
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Stern, and reviewed the agenda report. Ms. Stern provided background information on the outstanding
2003 and 2008 bonds which have a first lien position on four cents of the City’s fuel tax, and the purpose
for the proposed ordinance. She responded to questions of clarification.
In response to a question, Mr. Burnham advised of having contacted NDOT representatives, at Ms. Stern’s
suggestion, to discuss “modifying the agreement such that we aren’t pledging any gas tax monies. We are
just obligating ourselves to pay the amounts rather than actually obligating ourselves to a percentage of our
gas taxes.” Discussion followed, and Mr. Burnham acknowledged that the City will have access to gas tax
revenues for ongoing maintenance until the money is actually pledged to NDOT to fulfill the City’s
obligation to help fund the balance of the freeway construction after its completion. He further
acknowledged that the revenue will be adequate to meet ongoing maintenance requirements. Mr.
Providenti responded to questions of clarification regarding the language of the proposed ordinance in
consideration of accessing funds for ongoing maintenance purposes. Supervisor Aldean reviewed
suggested corrections to Sections 510 and 606 of the proposed ordinance.
In response to a question, Mr. Burnham advised that the Roop Street Widening Project, Phase 2 “is the
principal project.” In response to a comment, he advised that a Reno company submitted the low bid.
Supervisor Williamson requested staff to include an estimate of the number of jobs the projects will create.
Supervisor Aldean advised that the bonds will likely also fund completion of the Silver Oak Drive
connection with Carson Street, the freeway landscape project, and various maintenance projects, including
the reconstruction of Lompa Lane, Boeing Way, and Convair.
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Supervisor
Aldean moved to introduce, on first reading, Bill No. 102, an ordinance designated as the “2010
Highway Revenue Bond Ordinance;” authorizing the issuance by Carson City of its fully registered
“Carson City, Nevada Highway Revenue (motor vehicle fuel tax) Subordinate Lien Improvement
Bonds, Series 2010” for the purpose of financing street and highway construction; providing the
form, terms, and conditions of the bonds, and other details in connection therewith, and providing
the effective date hereof. Supervisor Williamson seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0.
20(B) ACTION TO ADOPT A RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE FINANCING OF
SEWER PROJECTS; DIRECTING THE CLERK TO NOTIFY THE CARSON CITY DEBT
MANAGEMENT COMMISSION OF THE CITY’S PROPOSALS TO ISSUE GENERAL
OBLIGATIONS THEREFORE; PROVIDING CERTAIN DETAILS IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH; PROVIDING FOR THE REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FROM THE
PROCEEDS OF BONDS; AND PROVIDING THE EFFECTIVE DATE HEREOF (9:51:11) - Mayor
Crowell introduced this item. Mr. Providenti provided background information and reviewed the agenda
materials. In response to a question regarding the rate increase authorized by the Board in July 2009, Mr.
Burnham explained that declining revenues account for the need to issue the general obligations. In
response to a further question, Mr. Burnham listed the projects to be funded, as follows: $1 million for
Roop Street sewer reconstruction and approximately $2.5 to $3 million to replace the north lift pump station
at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Mr. Werner provided additional clarification regarding the projects.
Mr. Burnham acknowledged anticipation of additional expenses associated with completion of the freeway.
In response to a further question, he estimated $2 to $3 million for a required utility crossing under the
freeway. Supervisor Livermore noted that the need to issue the general obligations is “not attributed to us
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relinquishing our connection fees.” Mr. Werner agreed and provided statistical information regarding
building permits issued in 2008 and 2009. Supervisor Livermore noted that new construction will help pay
the indebtedness.
In response to a question, Mr. Providenti advised that the coverage requirement for the proposed general
obligations is one times. In response to a further question, he advised that the coverage requirement for
the existing bonds is also one times. “As long as we’re paying the bonds, there really is not going to be that
much of an issue.” Mr. Providenti discussed the philosophy to pay debt service payments “first before we
do anything else. ... We never anticipate not paying bond payments.” Discussion followed and, in
response to a question, Ms. Stern explained that the water and sewer bonds issued by the City are all
general obligations additionally secured by “either the pledged revenues of the sewer system or the pledged
revenues of the water system.” The City will covenant, in the bond ordinance authorizing the bonds, to
keep rates and charges, together with other revenues, sufficient to be able to cover debt service on the
outstanding general obligation sewer bonds or general obligation water bonds. Ms. Stern further explained
that fund balance can be used to make those payments prior to increasing rates and charges. “If you do not
have the other available revenues then, next, the bond holders would look to the general fund. And if
there’s insufficient revenues there, then they would look for you to levy a general obligation tax to pay the
remainder of the deficiency. ... to my knowledge, that has never been done.” Ms. Stern explained that the
additional general obligation in security keeps the rates very low on these kinds of bonds. “Additionally,
... a portion of the water bond ... as well as the sewer bond will be placed with the state revolving fund, and
those are below fair market value interest rates.” In response to a question, Ms. Stern explained that the
federal government appropriates funding to the state revolving fund. “With that federal money in the state
revolving fund, together with interest and principal payments that are made by other governments that
access the revolving fund, it can bring that interest rate down.”
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Supervisor
Livermore moved to adopt Resolution No. 2010-R-7, a resolution concerning the financing of sewer
projects, directing the Clerk to notify the Carson City Debt Management Commission of the City’s
proposal to issue general obligations therefore; providing certain details in connection therewith;
providing for the reimbursement of expenditures for the proceeds of bonds; and providing the
effective date hereof. Supervisor Walt seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0.
20(C) ACTION TO ADOPT A RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE FINANCING OF
WATER PROJECTS; DIRECTING THE CLERK TO NOTIFY THE CARSON CITY DEBT
MANAGEMENT COMMISSION OF THE CITY’S PROPOSALS TO ISSUE GENERAL
OBLIGATIONS THEREFORE; PROVIDING CERTAIN DETAILS IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH; PROVIDING FOR THE REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FROM THE
PROCEEDS OF BONDS; AND PROVIDING THE EFFECTIVE DATE HEREOF (10:02:51) Mayor Crowell introduced this item, and Mr. Providenti reviewed the agenda materials. In response to a
question, he advised of an anticipated 25 to 30 percent rate increase. “We’re actually working on a rate
structure that might change the rates a little bit ...” Before the bonds are issued, the Board will decide on
the rates which Mr. Providenti anticipated being agendized for April.
In response to a question regarding the projects to be funded, Mr. Burnham explained that Carson City’s
share of the Douglas County intertie project is included in the $32 million. He acknowledged the purpose
of the project to avoid constructing a uranium treatment plant “which is substantially more costly ...”
Supervisor Livermore encouraged Mr. Burnham to “develop the alternative numbers ...”
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Mayor Crowell entertained public comment; however, none was forthcoming. He noted the significance
of the intertie project as a “prime example of regional cooperation that we need to ... celebrate because it’ll
pay dividends down the road.” Supervisor Williamson agreed and noted that the Carson Water
Subconservancy District has contributed $125,000 per year for the last 20 years to provide for increasing
demands. In response to a question, Mr. Burnham advised that the Indian Hills General Improvement
District is considering a “fairly large rate increase” to fund their portion of the intertie project. He recalled
a recent substantial rate increase in Douglas County. He offered to make the information available at the
time the Board considers rate increases. In response to a comment, he advised that Public Works
Department staff had conducted a comparison. “With our increase, we were still, in many instances, under
the rates of most of our neighbors.” Mr. Burnham agreed to provide the comparisons.
Mayor Crowell entertained a motion. Supervisor Aldean moved to adopt Resolution No. 2010-R-8, a
resolution concerning the financing of water projects, directing the Clerk to notify the Carson City
Debt Management Commission of the City’s proposal to issue general obligations therefore;
providing certain details in connection therewith; providing for the reimbursement of expenditures
from the proceeds of bonds; and providing the effective date hereof. Supervisor Livermore seconded
the motion. Motion carried 5-0.
20(D) ACTION TO ACCEPT THE CARSON CITY COST ALLOCATION PLAN FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 (10:11:09) - Mayor Crowell introduced this item. Mr.
Providenti reviewed the agenda materials and, in response to a question, provided examples of various cost
allocations. He discussed the method by which the plan is developed, including department manager
interviews and culling information from time allocation forms. He acknowledged this year’s methodology
is consistent with that which was used last year. In addition, he advised that the methodology is accepted
by the federal government in their A87 plans for charging grants. He and Mr. Werner responded to
additional questions of clarification. Discussion followed and, in response to a further question, Mr.
Providenti reviewed the costs for developing the cost allocation plan. He noted benefits of having the plan
developed externally. He responded to additional questions of clarification regarding the allocations
associated with advisory committee meetings.
Mayor Crowell entertained public comment and, when none was forthcoming, a motion. Supervisor
Livermore advised of the intent to support the recommended action even though he didn’t “quite agree with
all the things. It’s a large organization. The resources have got to come from some place.” Supervisor
Livermore moved to accept the Carson City Cost Allocation Plan for fiscal year ending June 30,
2009. Supervisor Williamson seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0. Mayor Crowell commended
the discussion.
21.
ACTION TO RECESS INTO CLOSED SESSION, PURSUANT TO NRS 288.220, TO MEET
WITH MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVES REGARDING LABOR NEGOTIATIONS
(10:29:03) - Mr. Werner suggested a method by which to address this item. (10:29:48) Mayor Crowell
closed the Board of Supervisors session, pursuant to NRS 288.220, to meet with management
representatives regarding labor negotiations.
22.
SHERIFF - ACTION TO ACCEPT THE SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN CARSON CITY AND THE CARSON CITY SHERIFF’S SUPERVISORY
ASSOCIATION, ON BEHALF OF THE CARSON CITY SHERIFF’S LIEUTENANTS, JULY 1,
2007 - JUNE 30, 2012, TO RECOGNIZE THE POSITION TITLE OF CAPTAIN (11:24:58) - Mayor
Crowell reconvened the meeting, and introduced this item. Sheriff Ken Furlong read into the record that
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portion of the agenda report, entitled “Explanation for Recommended Board Action.” Mayor Crowell
provided a brief overview of the discussion which took place during the closed session, advising of the need
to clarify certain language in the amendment. Consensus was to have the language revised, submit it to the
bargaining unit, and then resubmit it to the Board. Mayor Crowell entertained a motion. Supervisor
Livermore moved to continue this item to a future agenda. Supervisor Aldean seconded the motion.
Motion carried 5-0.
23.

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS NON-ACTION ITEMS:
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS (11:28:35) - None.
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS (11:28:39) - None.
STATUS REPORTS AND COMMENTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS (11:28:40) - None.
STAFF COMMENTS AND STATUS REPORT (11:28:43) - None.

24.
ACTION TO ADJOURN (11:28:49) - Supervisor Aldean moved to adjourn the meeting at 11:28
a.m. Supervisor Williamson seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0.
The Minutes of the February 4, 2010 Carson City Board of Supervisors meeting are so approved this 4th
day of March, 2010.

_________________________________________________
ROBERT L. CROWELL, Mayor

ATTEST:

________________________________
ALAN GLOVER, Clerk - Recorder

